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Loyalty programs are a proven marketing and incentive tool to attract customers 
and drive behavior that benefits both the consumer and the program sponsor. 
Having insights into the program’s performance will enable product owners to 
make adjustments as needed and to ensure that the program is well balanced to 
address the needs of the consumer and the organization.

Orasi’s Loyalty Insight Management System enables card product owners 
and loyalty teams to see a 360-degree view into how their loyalty program is 
impacting card performance. This system leverages today’s latest technology and 
proven machine-learning techniques to answer key business questions:

• Are benefits being derived from the program?

• Is the overall cost within budget?

• Are point liability accruals correct?

• Has the program generated lift and new customers?

• Has the program generated front-of-wallet  behavior?

• Is the program reducing attrition?

• Which customer personas are benefiting from the program or not 
benefiting?

• Are program rules being exploited?

• Is the rewards value balanced appropriately to entice the cardholder and 
generate the desired ROI for the issuer?

• What program rule changes are necessary to create the correct balance? 

Machine learning is used to measure wallet share, expected point liability 
accrual, silent attrition, gamers, cost-per-point forecast, behavior anomalies, 
persona clusters, fraud, business usage and overall program performance. These 
scores and forecasts are used to enhance the existing data to prepare it for easy 
interpretation and action. 

The Loyalty Insight Management System includes dashboards to view insights 
into key performance indicators like existing and future cost per point, and re-
demption rate trending to predict an ultimate redemption rate (URR.) The system 
enables the users to see how the loyalty program is driving important factors like 
acquisitions, wallet share, revenue, outstanding balances, attrition and risk.  

This insight will empower the loyalty team to better understand the dynamics 
between the card product and the loyalty program. This will enable the team to 
articulate the program’s value along with guidance on how to tweak the program 
when market conditions and competition change.
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Orasi’s Loyalty Insight Management System


